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USDA Weekly Crop Progress Update -by Randy Mittelstaedt

-Record-tying increase in weekly corn planting activity reported
-Corn planting progress now nearly in-line with average
-Soybean planting at upper end of expectations
-Spring wheat planting a bit slower than expected
-US winter wheat crop conditions slip again

USDA reported a record-tieing weekly corn planting increase of 43% this week, with the U.S. corn crop now 71%
planted vs just 28% last year. Most market ideas were for progress of 60-65%. More importantly, the previously
concerning planting delays have largely been eliminated as average progress for this week is 79%. While this will
create a situation where a large portion of the crop is going through pollination at the same time, elevating the risk of
more widespread damage occurring if a major hot/dry spell hits during that timeframe, the incredible pace of planting
last week should remove what has been the only notable supportive element for new crop corn in recent weeks. IL
progress jumped to 74% complete from 17% last week, while IA is now 71% planted vs 15% last week. See the map
below for full state-level details.

Soybean planting also saw an impressive week despite the extremely active corn planting, with 24% of the crop now
in the ground vs just 6% last week. While still well below average of 42%, once the corn crop gets in, farmers will
shift strongly to soybean planting and there is little concern at this time regarding getting the crop planted given the
wider planting window for soybeans. See the map below for state-level planting updates. Most ideas for soybean
planting progress this week were in the 20-25% range.

U.S. winter wheat crop conditions declined again this week with good/excellent declining 1% to 31%, but the portion
of the crop rated poor/very poor rose another 2% to 41%. SRW conditions generally improved this week, while HRW
declined solidly and white wheat saw another modest decline.

Spring wheat planting is now 67% complete, up solidly from 43% last week, but remains behind the average pace of
76%. Despite planting being a bit less than expectations of around 75%, a significant improvement in planting activity
in recent weeks has been seen. ND is now 50% planted vs 26% last week and 67% average.
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R. J. O'Brien & Associates, LLC Disclaimer:
This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research
report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an experienced user of the futures markets,
capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS COMMUNICATION
INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE
RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE
MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past
performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken
from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete
and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no
guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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